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HO CHUIMEI, THE CERAMIC BOOM

Figure 4: Phase A *Qingbai* (QBI) ware, plates with inside design, Dongtian, Nan’an.

Figure 5: Reversed side of the sherds in Figure 4.

Figure 6: Phase B Green glazed, incised-combed (GIC) ware, bowls, Xiqu, Dongtian, Nan’an.

Figure 7: Phase B/C Black-brown glazed (BBG) ware, small bowls, Jindou, Yongchun.

Figure 8: Phase B/C Lead glazed (LGR) ware, vase stands with molded design, Zhizhushan, Cizao, Jinjiang.

Figure 9: Phase D *Qingbai* (QBIII) ware, small vases with molded design, Jia-chunling, Dehua.

Figure 10: One type of ceramic ring supports used in Phase C, Jiachunling, De-hua.

JOHN GUY, TAMIL MERCHANT GUILDS

Figure 1: Tamil inscription with Chinese gloss, found in Quanzhou. Museum of Anthropology, Xiamen University, Xiamen.

Figure 2: Kaiyuan temple, Quanzhou. © photo J. Guy, 1983.

Figure 3: North verandah of the main hall, Kaiyuan temple, with two stone carved pillars recovered from a Hindu temple. © photo J. Guy, 1983.

Figure 4: Vishnu, found in Quanzhou. Museum of Maritime History, Quanzhou.
**LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS**

**Figure 5:** Kali seated on the prostrate figure of Siva; *in situ* Xinji Pavilion, Jinjiang County, Fujian, where she is worshipped as *guanyin*. © photo Museum of Maritime History, Quanzhou.

**Figure 6:** Siva as Nataraja, Lord of the Dance; relief sculpture recovered from Quanzhou (but now lost). © photo Wu Wenliang, *Quanzhou Zongjiao Shilo*, 1956.

**Figure 7:** Cow worshipping a linga; relief sculpture recovered from Quanzhou (but now lost). © photo Wu Wenliang, *Quanzhou Zongjiao Shilo*, 1956.

**Figure 8:** Cow worshipping a linga; relief sculpture from Tamilnadu, South India, c. 12th century. Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles.

**Figure 9:** Elephant worshipping a linga; relief sculpture from Quanzhou. Museum of Maritime History, Quanzhou.

**Figure 10:** Elephant worshipping a linga; relief sculpture *in situ* Svetaranyesvaraswami temple, Tiruvenkatu, Thanjavur District, South India, c. 9th century. © photo J. Guy, 1990.

**Figure 11:** Contemporary mural painting above entrance to sanctuary, Svetaranyesvaraswami temple, Tiruvenkatu, Thanjavur District, South India, 20th century. © photo J. Guy, 1990.

**JANICE STARGARDT, BEHIND THE SHADOWS**

**Pre-Chinese Trade Objects Excavated at Satingpra Citadel by the Author**

**Plate 1:** Glass from small jar of the Roman Empire, c. 4th century. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

**Plate 2:** Terra Cotta sherds with buff slip and haematite decoration from Pre-Angkorian Cambodia (Chin. Funan/Chen-la), 6th-7th century. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.
Chinese Ceramics Excavated at Satinpra Citadel by the Author, Green-glazed Chinese Ceramics


Plate 8: Heavy stoneware footring of large bowl. Moulded raised design of fish under thickly applied greenish-blue glaze. Outer surface strongly ribbed design of lotus. Longquan Kiln, Zhejiang Province, Yuan 14th century -post-destruction surface find. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

Qingbai-glazed Chinese Porcelains Excavated at Satinpra Citadel by the Author

Plate 9: Porcelain sherds of very small cup/incense holder, fine white body transparent glaze; upper and lower parts separately wheel-formed and joined together before glazing. Jingdezhen Kiln, Jiangxi Province, mid-Northern Song, c. mid-11th century. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

Plate 10: Porcelain sherds of lids of small boxes, fine white body with transparent or Qingbai glaze. Lower row impressed designs of circles, late Northern Song, late 11th/early 12th century; upper row raised moulded designs of triangles, scrolls and petals, Southern Song/early

**Plate 11:** Porcelain sherd of lid of small box, white body with transparent glaze. Northern Song, mid/late 11th century. Dehua Kiln, Fujian Province. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

**Plate 12:** Porcelain sherd of bases and lids of small lidded boxes and one small cup/incense holder with foliate rim; boxes moulded with raised scroll design on lids and ribbed design on bases; white or buff body transparent or *Qingbai* glazes. Dehua Kiln, Fujian Province, late Southern Song/Yuan, late 13th to early 14th centuries. Numerous, including in destruction layer. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

**Southern Chinese Container Jars Excavated by the Author in the Satingpra Citadel and Outer Urban Area**

**Plate 13:** Coarsely tempered stoneware sherds of mercury bottles showing characteristic heavily carinated inner surface. Guangdong[?] Kilns, exact provenance unknown, c. 12th-14th century. Numerous, including complete specimens found in Satingpra lakes and in Quanzhou wreck. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

**Plate 14:** Heavy coarse stoneware sherds of container bowls. Glaze colours dark brown/black, olive/yellow green. Impressed Chinese character. Xicun Kiln, Guangdong Province, 11th/12th century. This specimen contained ashes of monastic cremation burial with clay votive tablet, c. 11th century; excavated by the author in 1972 inside the base of a cylindrical stupa, Wat Satingpra precinct. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.

**Plate 15:** Heavy coarse stoneware sherds of container jars. Glaze colours dark brown/black, olive/yellow green. Relief moulded and applied designs of animals: lion, dragon - Fujian Province, Jin River Kiln group near Quanzhou, late Southern Song-Yuan 13th/early 14th century - numerous sherds of similar clay body and glaze including in destruction layer. Impressed design of lily buds(?) Xicun Kiln, Guangdong Province, Northern Song, 11th/12th century. © photo J. Stargardt, 1996.
Locally-made Ceramics, Excavated by the Author in the Waste-heap of the Kok Moh Kiln, Satingpra Complex

Plate 16: White-bodied unglazed *kendi* made at the Kok Moh Kiln Satingpra 11th - 12th century and exported together with re-exported Chinese ceramics of the Satingpra type to the sites shown in Fig. 5. Monochrome colours were white, red, grey, buff and rarely black; spouts were decorated and undecorated, bases both flat and on pedestal, necks always slender and elongated with neatly-formed neck rim, bodies always globular, paste extremely fine. © photo J. Stargardt 1998.

Plate 17: Red-bodied unglazed *kendi* made at the Kok Moh Kiln Satingpra 11th-12th century and exported together with re-exported Chinese ceramics of the Satingpra type to the sites shown in Fig. 5. Monochrome colours were white, red, grey, buff and rarely black; spouts were decorated and undecorated, bases both flat and on pedestal, necks always slender and elongated with neatly-formed neck rim, bodies always globular, paste extremely fine. © photo J. Stargardt 1998.